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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MATERIAL (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY MANUALS, CDS, RECORDINGS, MP3S OR OTHER 
CONTENT IN ANY FORMAT) IS BASED ON SOURCES AND INFORMATION REASONABLY BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE AS OF THE TIME IT WAS 
RECORDED OR CREATED. HOWEVER, THIS MATERIAL DEALS WITH TOPICS THAT ARE CONSTANTLY CHANGING AND ARE SUBJECT TO ONGOING
CHANGES RELATED TO TECHNOLOGY AND THE MARKETPLACE AS WELL AS LEGAL AND RELATED COMPLIANCE ISSUES. THEREFORE, THE 
COMPLETENESS AND CURRENT ACCURACY OF THE MATERIALS CANNOT BE GUARANTEED.

THESE MATERIALS DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL, COMPLIANCE, FINANCIAL, TAX, ACCOUNTING, OR RELATED ADVICE. THE END USER OF THIS 
INFORMATION SHOULD THEREFORE USE THE CONTENTS OF THIS PROGRAM AND THE MATERIALS AS A GENERAL GUIDELINE AND NOT AS 
THE ULTIMATE SOURCE OF CURRENT INFORMATION AND WHEN APPROPRIATE THE USER SHOULD CONSULT THEIR OWN LEGAL, 
ACCOUNTING, TERMS OF SERVICE FOR MENTIONED SERVICES OR OTHER ADVISORS.

ANY CASE STUDIES, EXAMPLES, ILLUSTRATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED TO GUARANTEE, OR TO IMPLY THAT THE USER WILL ACHIEVE SIMILAR 
RESULTS. IN FACT, YOUR RESULTS MAY VARY SIGNIFICANTLY AND FACTORS SUCH AS YOUR MARKET, PERSONAL EFFORT AND MANY OTHER 
CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AND WILL CAUSE RESULTS TO VARY. THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS PRODUCT IS SOLD AND PROVIDED ON AN 
“AS IS” BASIS WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, OF ANY KIND WHETHER WARRANTIES FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR 
OTHER WARRANTY EXCEPT AS MAY BE SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THE MATERIALS OR IN THE SITE. IN PARTICULAR, THE SELLER OF THE 
PRODUCT AND MATERIALS DOES NOT WARRANT THAT ANY OF THE INFORMATION WILL PRODUCE A PARTICULAR ECONOMIC RESULT OR 
THAT IT WILL BE SUCCESSFUL IN CREATING PARTICULAR MARKETING OR SALES RESULTS. THOSE RESULTS ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS 
THE END USER OF THE PRODUCT.

IN PARTICULAR, SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO USER OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES, OR COSTS, OF ANY CHARACTER 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DIRECT OR INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR OTHER COSTS OR DAMAGES, IN EXCESS 
OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT OR SERVICES. THESE LIMITATIONS MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE LAWS OF PARTICULAR STATES AND 
JURISDICTIONS AND AS SUCH MAY BE APPLIED IN A DIFFERENT MANNER TO A PARTICULAR USER. THE RIGHT TO EVALUATE AND RETURN 
THIS PRODUCT IS GUARANTEED (PLEASE REFER TO THE TERMS OF THE GUARANTEE).

THEREFORE, IF THE USER DOES NOT AGREE TO ACCEPT THE PRODUCT OR SERVICES ON THESE TERMS, THE USER SHOULD NOT USE THE 
PRODUCT OR SERVICES. INSTEAD, THE PRODUCT AND ALL RELATED MATERIALS SHOULD BE RETURNED IMMEDIATELY TO THE SELLER AND 
THE USER’S MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. IF THE USER DOES NOT RETURN THE MATERIALS AS PROVIDED UNDER THE GUARANTEE, THE USER 
WILL BE DEEMED TO HAVE ACCEPTED THE PROVISIONS OF THE DISCLAIMER.

EARNINGS DISCLAIMER

ANY INCOME OR EARNINGS STATEMENTS ARE ESTIMATES OF INCOME POTENTIAL ONLY, AND THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT YOUR 
EARNINGS WILL MATCH THE FIGURES WE PRESENT. ANY INCOME OR EARNINGS DEPICTED ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS COMMON, 
TYPICAL, EXPECTED, OR NORMAL FOR THE AVERAGE STUDENT. WE CAN MAKE NO GUARANTEES AS TO YOUR INCOME OR EARNINGS OF ANY 
KIND, AT ANY TIME.

WHERE SPECIFIC INCOME FIGURES ARE USED, AND ATTRIBUTED TO AN INDIVIDUAL OR BUSINESS, THOSE PERSONS OR BUSINESSES HAVE 
EARNED THAT AMOUNT. BUT, THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT YOUR EARNINGS OR INCOME WILL MATCH THOSE FIGURES, OR THAT YOU WILL 
MAKE ANY MONEY AT ALL.

ANY AND ALL CLAIMS OR REPRESENTATIONS AS TO INCOME EARNINGS MADE ON OUR WEB SITES OR IN OUR MATERIALS OR INFORMATION 
ARE NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS AVERAGE EARNINGS. TESTIMONIALS ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE. THERE CAN BY NO ASSURANCES THAT ANY 
PRIOR SUCCESSES, OR PAST RESULTS, AS TO INCOME EARNINGS, CAN BE USED AS AN INDICATION OF YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS OR RESULTS.

ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OUR COMPANY ARE FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. 

COPYRIGHT 

Content copyright protected © - You cannot share, distribute, or resell this material.
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(First Things First!)  
Get Your FREE BONUS!

AND

“Double Your Profits”
THIS COURSE PACKAGE includes FREE LIFETIME UPDATES & Ongoing 
Tips & Hints! You can sign up for your FREE UPDATES here! Do it NOW 
so you don't forget! ...WHY??

YOUR FREE BONUS!...That's why! 
When you sign up for your FREE LIFETIME UPDATES you also get an 
incredibly VALUABLE added bonus at ZERO COST!

YOUR FREE LIFETIME UPDATES SIGN-UP BONUS
DISCOVER MORE PLACES YOU CAN SELL YOUR

RESUME TEMPLATES ONLINE BESIDES JUST
ETSY!!

We don't “abandon you” after the sale like so many other so 
called marketers do!!

You receive ongoing TIPS, HINTS & UPDATES PLUS we reveal 
FIVE MORE PLACES where you can offer your HIGH PROFIT 
Resume Templates with NO WEBSITE NEEDED!! MULTIPLE 

(Free) PLATFORMS means MULTIPLE INCOME STREAMS!

WITH THIS INCREDIBLY EASY TO FOLLOW BONUS, you can open up, 
whole new marketplaces for your print templates and DOUBLE (Maybe 
even TRIPLE) YOUR PROFITS!! 

And you can do this with NO INVENTORY and NO SHIPPING ANYTHING!
Access your FREE LIFETIME UPDATES & FREE BONUS here!
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Custom Template Treasure Chest!
By Stuart Turnbull & Bart Hennin

Introduction – What's This Business About?
If I were to show you an 'evergreen product line' that is ALWAYS in very high 
demand (that you can create in just minutes for FREE and sell for 100% profit over 
and over and over again) that people BUY when the economy is good, bad, or even 
stagnant,  with...

• NO website needed
• NO shipping ever
• NO inventory needed
• AUTOMATED 'Set & Forget' sales week after week, year after year 

and that has a HUGE market of people willing to pay PREMIUM PRICES for this
product...

Would I have your attention?

What I'm going to introduce you to today is a product line that easily has the REAL 
potential to earn you $50,548 to $73,525 (per year!) in PASSIVE automated 
income!

And these aren't “physical” products that need to be inventoried or shipped 
either! These are (as we shall see) VALUABLE DIGITAL PRODUCTS that your 
customer downloads, and prints out!...In this case, we will be offering our 
customers CUSTOMIZABLE TEMPLATES (you can do this for a variety of niches but 
below we reveal what we feel is the   HOTTEST   niche where people are going crazy 
throwing money at sellers!).

The marketplace we will be using to SELL our digital wares is ETSY.
NOTE: Even if you've tried selling on ETSY before and failed, you CAN 
SUCCEED WITH THIS!!! Keep reading to see why...
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Why Etsy?
One of my very favorite features on Etsy is that they make it easy to sell digital
products!

What do I mean by “digital products”?...And what kind of digital products are 
succeeding on ETSY?

Put simply, digital products are things like art work, planners, party invitations
etc. that you create and upload to Etsy. Your buyer shops and pays in the usual
way but instead of receiving a physical item in the mail they download a digital
file (which ETSY hosts free!) and then simply print out their purchase on a home 
printer (or they can use a local print shop or online service if they wish).

Below we will reveal several HOT niches where people are going crazy 
throwing their money at sellers!

Selling printable items has many advantages over physical items;

1. Your orders are fulfilled automatically with no input from you.

2. You never have to pack or ship anything.

3. Your buyer receives their item(s) instantly.

4. Being based a long way from your market is no longer a disadvantage! – 
So an Australian seller can compete on a level playing field with a US based 
seller for example.

5. Once created, your digital item can be sold over and over without limit.

6. You have no inventory to store and no capital tied up in inventory.

7. Digital products can be created at zero cost using free online tools.

The printables we will be concentrating on here are TEMPLATES...That is, 
printables your customer buys, downloads, and then customizes themselves into 
a unique printable!
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There is a HUGE DEMAND on ETSY for printable templates of all types on Etsy!

Here are some examples of particularly lucrative printable template niches...

1) Resume (CV) templates! – These simple to create templates are purchased 
and downloaded by your customer, edited with the buyer's personal and 
employment info, and then printed and mailed by your customer, in response 
to a job ad (or emailed online as a digital attachment).

2) Calendar templates! – These are also easy to create and in high demand. 
Think, “appointment calendar pages”, “business planner calendar pages”, 
“meal planner calendars”, “workout calendars”, etc. etc.

3) Planner templates! – These include menu, meal, workout, day planners, etc. 
etc. They can be created and uploaded to ETSY, purchased by customers, and 
printed out as needed!

4) Wedding templates! – These templates can include invitation, programs, 
save the date, menus, seat charts, gift thank you notes etc. etc.

5) Party invitation templates! - These templates can be downloaded by your 
customer, edited with the name, party venue and date of their event, and 
again printed out by your customer and sent to invited guests.

The list just goes on and on! TOO MUCH for us to cover in ONE course! SO...

In this course we are going to ZERO IN ON and FOCUS ON the highly lucrative 
resume templates niche! (although the methods we show here can be applied to 
any of the templates popular on Etsy!)
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Why Resumes? (Known as CVs in the UK)
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average worker currently holds 
TEN different jobs before age forty, and this number is projected to grow. Here are 
the main factors driving up the already huge demand for resume templates...

1) There are ALWAYS large numbers (tens of millions!) of people looking for a 
new job. You have NEW YOUNG PEOPLE looking for their FIRST job. You have 
others looking to re-enter the work force after a hiatus. You have record numbers of
people who have been the victims of downsizing, layoffs, and corporate 
bankruptcies, and are thus looking for new work, and of course you have scores 
more people who are ALREADY EMPLOYED but who are looking to move to an 
alternate employer in search of a better more satisfying or higher paying job!

You ALSO have people with part time jobs looking for FULL time work OR full time 
workers that are looking to “moonlight” by adding a PART time job! The days of 
single job holders are gone.

2) People are  more mobile than ever before. Young people move on average 
once every three years often necessitating a new job search. Also, it often happens 
that a person gets a new position in a new state, town, city, or province and their 
spouse now needs to look for a new job in that new area.

3) People looking for (new) work are IN A HURRY. They need to get resumes out 
into the job market fast!! “Job loss” often comes SUDDENLY and UNEXPEXTEDLY 
and they need to get resumes out quickly. Even WORKING people often come across
an unexpected job ad opportunity and suddenly need to put together a resume as 
immediately as possible. A resume TEMPLATE helps them get a high quality resume
out ASAP beating out the 'competition'.

4) The job market is changing faster than ever before. Gone are the days when 
one would go to work for one company for a lifetime. Today the average person will 
hold 12-15 different jobs in their lifetime! Many workers spend five years or less 
in every job, so they devote more time and energy transitioning from one job to 
another. 
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5) ALL of the above trends are expected to not only continue into the future 
but INCREASE making for a continued and increasing high demand for “Resume 
Templates”. This means the market is non-seasonal (i.e. constant demand year 
round) and EVERGREEN!

6) Resume (CV) templates have a HIGH PERCEIVED VALUE which means 
conversions are high and the prices people will pay are also high.
 
In short, there are always huge numbers of people looking for new employment 
and those people are often under a time crunch AND want to attain every possible 
'edge' over competing applicants. Quality pre-made, instantly downloadable 
resume templates excellently satisfy BOTH those desires (and as we shall see, they 
are incredibly easy to produce and market!)

IN FACT, as we shall see, we DON'T need to create a large number of “listings” to 
produce numerous high profit sales! Often, just a FEW listings are all that's 
required!! 

TIP: Successful marketers tend to remember this important marketing TRUTH...

We Don’t Sell Products... We Sell Solutions!

In this case, the SOLUTION we are selling is EMPLOYMENT!
People LOVE Resume templates because they are

• Fast
• Simple To Use
• Professional
• Attention getting
• Get RESULTS!!

Let's dive in and check out some successful printable resume template shops
to get our creative and business juices flowing!!
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The first shop I want to show you is called A1RESUME – as you can see they
have made total sales of 11,181 at the time of writing. 

I have monitored the performance of this shop for the last 12 months during which 
time they made 5,924 sales which averages out at 16 sales per day!

In the next screenshot you can see that A1RESUME has only 27 items listed in
their shop. All but 2 of their items are priced at $13.95 excluding VAT (the
prices shown in my screenshots include VAT at the appropriate rate for me -
23%) the 2 higher priced items are a bundle deal and a 'done for you'
customized template.
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We can calculate a reasonably accurate profit figure for this shop by deducting
their costs from their sale prices.

Let's take a look at this below...

Costs:
Etsy listing fee (for 4 months exposure) 20 cents
Etsy sales fee (5% of the sale price) 70¢
Etsy Payments fee (Etsy's payment processor) 3%+25¢ for US sellers = 67¢
(Click here for a full list of Etsy Payments fees)

Total fees per sold item $1.57    →  Net profit per $13.95 sale = $12.38
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We know this shop is currently making an average of 16 sales per day so they
are making at least 16 x $12.38 = $198.08 pure profit per day! 

(I say 'at least' because some of the sales will be for the 2 higher priced listings so 
this profit figure is conservative). 

$198.08 profit per day equals $72,299 income per year!

Next we'll look at a shop called introDuice

Similar to A1RESUME this shop sells a range of resume templates plus a couple
of higher priced bundles and a custom resume/CV writing service.

There are 28 resume templates priced at $13.96 excluding the VAT and the higher 
priced BUNDLED items are priced at $38.54 and so we can apply essentially the 
same sales costs to this shop to come up with a quite accurate estimate of this 
shop's annual net profit.
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IntroDuice has sold 4,155 items in the last 12 months averaging out at 11
sales per day. 

If we apply the same net profit figure of $12.38 per sale, we see that this shop is 
making at least $136.18 per day in pure net profit.

 $136.18 profit per day equals- $49,705 income per year!

We see it doesn't take a lot of listings to make excellent income in this niche!...

Let's look at another shop!... LandedDesignStudio
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Again, this shop has a relatively small product range with just 37 items listed –
most are priced at $15 excluding VAT, there is also an extended license available at 
$50 enabling professional resume writers and career coaches to use their templates
to create resumes for their clients (Hint Hint).

Costs per $15 item sold totals a $1.65 leaving a net profit of $13.35

This shop has sold 14,890 items in the last 12 months which averages 40
items per day which equals $534.00 profit per day - $194,910 per year!!

(Aside; imagine having to fulfill 40 orders per day for a physical product –
that's a lot of work!!! - We have no such concerns with this business model!!)
Here's another shop...

TheResumeBoutique

This is another successful shop selling templates priced at $15 excluding VAT.
This shop has only 25 template designs listed!
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Total sales in the last 12 months is 4,684 which is 12 sales per day and net
profits of $160.20 per day = $58,473 per year!

KekeResumeBoutique

This shop offers just 17 template designs mostly priced at $11.21 excl. VAT
This shop averages 2.2 sales per day giving a net profit of $22.06
which multiplies to $8,051 per year.  
                                                                                                          

Having analyzed the performance of a range of individual shops (per above), we 
will now look at the Etsy resume template niche as a whole in the next section!  
The tool I use and recommend to do this is called Marmalead. 
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Marmalead uses actual search data taken from Etsy to analyze the performance of 
different keywords. Because they are using real data taken from the millions of 
searches conducted by real Etsy shoppers we know the information is accurate 
and we can use it to help us choose the best keywords for our titles and tags and 
the most effective pricing strategy.

In this first screenshot below, we can see Marmalead's results for the keywords
“resume template”

Marmalead uses a 'traffic light system' of red, yellow and green to give us a visual
representation of the most effective keywords.

Moving from left to right at the top of the screenshot we see Searches which is rated
green (best), the bar meter is calibrated based on actual search volume from real 
shoppers and shows 10-12 thousand unique searches per month for our keywords.

Next we have Engagement which shows the total monthly unique listing visits
that came from this keyword – in other words – Etsy's resume template listings 
were visited between 38 and 43 thousand times in the last month.
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The sweet spot for competition levels are gauged on the Competition meter.
Too many competing listings and your products risk getting lost in the mix, too
few and you risk shoppers leaving in favor of another search that returns more
products. In this case we have a green bar meter showing 8,000 competing
listings.

To the right of the screenshot we have a list of similar shopper searches on
Etsy each one accompanied by 3 traffic lights which relate from left to right to
searches, engagement and competition so you can see at a glance which
search terms are best (green, green, green).

The arrow in the middle of the screenshot shows the actual number of shops
competing with this keyword.

More valuable information is provided as we move down the Marmalead page.

Pricing:
We can see the prices charged by our competitors in the form of a bar chart –
the bar (ref red arrow) indicates 25 listings priced at $15 (this information appears
when you hover your cursor over the bar on the Marmalead site).
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Popular Tags
The final Marmalead screenshot above shows the number of items in this
results set that uses each of the tags shown – really helpful information when
you are choosing the best tags for your listings.

The “Renewal” column (ref red arrow) shows you how long it has been since the
listings with this tag were created or renewed. As we know, recency is a very
important factor in Etsy's SEO.

Marmalead has proven itself to be an invaluable weapon in my Etsy shop's
armory and is an essential tool for those serious Etsy sellers who aspire to the
levels of income earned by the shops featured above.

Conclusion:
I hope by now that you are as excited at the profit potential presented by the
resume template niche as I am!

Additionally, this business is attractive because it is very doable – you'll
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remember that the shops I featured have just 17 – 36 resume templates listed
and are bringing in multiple 'auto-pilot' sales every day!

Also, you have all of the benefits of a business that practically runs itself with
automatic transaction & order fulfillment – all you have to do is create your range of
designs, compile your listings and voila! - you are in business!

In the next part of your course we will take you by the hand and step you
through the whole process (simple to do) of creating your own high quality, unique 
template designs using FREE easy to use software (and MS Word)!

We'll also take you step by step on how to set up your Etsy shop and how to create 
your listings so they convert well! We'll show you how to get laser targeted traffic to
your listings by targeting the best keywords.

We'll also reveal to you the KEY   Success Factors that drive your shop to the top of 
the search listings! (HINT: It's not just keywords that get you seen!).

NOTE: MS Word is widely used for creating job resumes (CVs)... So this is the 
format our templates will be created in. This is because...

1) Virtually EVERY business that hires people uses Word.
2) Word is by far the best and easiest tool for creating stunning resume 

templates
3) Documents can easily be printed directly OR exported as PDFs
4) Word supports many fonts and features not supported in other word 

processors.

ASIDE: If you do not OWN MS Word, you DON'T have to lay out any cash up front!
You can get a 30 day FREE trial here: https://products.office.com/en-us/try (not an
affiliate link). 30 days gives you sufficient time to create a good number of stunning 
templates FREE and get them listed on ETSY... (after your templates are created, 
you no longer need Word!) Once you get some sales, you can then purchase Word 
out of a % of your sales profits! There is a $6.99 a month (less than 24 cents a day) 
option too right here. (For Mac Users, Apple Page is a good FREE alternative).
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Planning:
We'll get into how to create your resume templates a bit later (we'll also show you 
were to find tons of FREE professional resume templates you can base your OWN 
designs on). However we should first explore the market to see what sells! The first 
thing to realize is that a resume template can target different “sub markets” or even 
MULTIPLE “sub markets” within the job seeking marketplace. 

For example, There are young people seeking that first part time job. There are 
professionals seeking to be teachers, engineers, administrators, etc. There are 
people seeking creative positions such as sales & marketing, graphic design, etc.

You can have one template targeting several of these groups OR have a separate 
template for each group...your choice. As said, we will go into how to create your 
own unique high quality templates in a later section so relax for now. At this point, 
we just want to get you familiar with this market and explore the variety and types 
of resume templates you might want to supply.

The KEY is to IDENTIFY your templates with appropriate KEYWORDS in your Etsy 
listing titles, descriptions and 
tags. For example, when I enter 
“resume template c” into Etsy's 
search bar, look at all the 
suggested searches that come up!

(more on Keywords later)

So here's what you want to do 
before you start anything... Go 

back to the example resume sellers we listed earlier...Study their shops... Look at 
what TYPES of keywords they are using...Look at their listing titles, descriptions, 
and tags (the three primary areas where your KW phrases should appear).

SIDE NOTE: Etsy lets you have up to 13 tags per listing, each having a 20 character 
maximum length. 
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   → ACTION STEPS: ←   
Here are some action steps you should do right now...

1) Look at other successful resume sellers on ETSY and see 

    - What they are offering (including bundled offerings)
    - Prices they are charging
    - How they differentiate themselves
    - What “shop sections” they have (Etsy lets you create up to 15 shop sections)
    - What they write in their shop announcements, profile pages, etc.
    - What added bonus materials they include (if any)
    - What they write in their descriptions (that get people to BUY)
    - What photos they use (Etsy allows you up to 10 photos per listing now)

 This will show you WHAT TYPES of templates sell best and give you ideas for your 
OWN templates (as well as show you what to offer your customers in your listings!)

2) Start a swipe file... A “swipe” file is simply a file of notes, phrases, and keywords
you see on competitors' shops and listings that you copy and paste for future 
reference...

IN FACT, you want to start several 'swipe files' including...

    - A Keyword phrase swipe file
    - A swipe file of persuasive words
    - A 'listing titles' swipe file
    - A swipe file of what sellers say in their shop announcements and profile pages
    - (more on  “shop announcements” and “profile pages” later)
      A “shop sections” swipe file

Create a spread sheet if you need to!

Of course, we don't want to “directly copy” other people's listings or descriptions 
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BUT we can use our swipe files to REWRITE our own descriptions in our own 
unique way based on what we see works for others!

As you study other sellers and create some swipe files, you will quickly start to see 
what you should have included in your own shop! You can start to plan out your 
own Etsy store and will have plenty of ideas to make it UNIQUE. 

You can decide if you want to target certain types of job seekers or ALL job seekers. 
You most likely want to target certain types to start and expand later as you see 
what your best sellers are!

3) Look at specific EXISTING resume templates to get ideas for your own! You 
can find existing templates by

   - Buying some templates from other successful Etsy sellers (again don't “copy”
      these templates... Use them as inspiration for your own!)
   - Googling “Free Resume Templates”
   - Going to CANVA and looking at their templates (Stunning!)

Here's a list of CANVA links to specific types of resumes...

Professional Resume Templates Teachers, Book Keepers, Nurses, Engineer, etc. 
Creative Resume Templates Writers, Programmers, Marketers, Sales, etc.
Simple Resume Templates - 1st job, low entry jobs, returning to workforce jobs, etc.

Other resume types can include 'Technical' Resumes, 'Public Service' Resumes, 
'Student' Resumes, 'Business Resumes' and more!

Let's look at some successful Etsy sellers...The previous list of sellers in this 
guide is a terrific place to start!

Let's return to A1 RESUME... In the screenshot below, you can see they don't really 
have “shop sections” except for 'best sellers'. They are having a sale at the time I 
took this screenshot...
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They have missed an opportunity... See below how other sellers having sales 
have their regular price and % off show up in green? A1 Resume hasn't done this. 
On ETSY, you can set up a “sale” so that when it shows up in Etsy search results 
people SEE what they are saving (I'll show you how to do this later in this report). 
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Still, A1 Resume is a very successful shop, so let's look at some of their listings... 
(click on image to go to their actual listing)

Things To Notice: Looking at this listing, we first note the keyword loaded TITLE... 
It's designed to capture specific highly targeted search phrases. Also note the large 
number of images and their attractiveness? ETSY let's you have up to 10 images 
per listing...TAKE ADVANTAGE of that! These images are not hard to create and you 
never need a camera! (You have a FREE BONUS included with this course that 
shows you how to easily create your own stunning Resume images!).

Let's take a closer look at A1's excellent description section (ref screenshot below).

The first thing we notice is the 1st line of their description tries to UPSELL the 
customer...This is an EXCELLENT IDEA!!
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The only 'improvement' I would offer would be this... The 1  st   line of your 
description should contain your main KW phrase (or couple of phrases). For 
example, I might lead with the line “Teacher Professional and Creative Resume 
Template With Photo / CV Template Includes Cover Letter | Instant Download”

or similar, and THEN insert the upsell. 

NOTICE that the upsell line has a link to this seller's “bundled” package. This is 
followed by  a link to their Etsy shop! Etsy allows you to post links and they will 
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be LIVE links provided the links stay on ETSY. This means you can cross promote
your other related listings (AND your shop!) within your listings' descriptions! You 
should do this on ALL your listings!

I also like the description that follows where the seller both establishes themself as 
an expert AND builds value in the eyes 
of their customer (take note!!).

I also like how the seller clearly spells 
out everything the customer gets and at 
the same time reassures the customer.

The description at left makes a terrific 
template for you to follow!

Note how VALUE is built by including
• Matching cover letter template
• FREE fonts
• Instructions
• Etc.

You can get free fonts and offer them to 
your customers included in your 
resume offers. where to get FREE fonts 
is covered in a bit.

Remember, you only have to create 
your template packs ONCE. You can 
then sell them again and again 
FOREVER!

ALSO you only need to create your 
'extras' such as “instructions to customer” and “resume writing tips” etc. 
ONCE and you can then use it (include it) in ALL your listings!... And as we have 
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seen, you DON'T need many listings to get started! Here is A1 Resume's BUNDLED 
offer... (click on image to see actual listing).

Again this listing has a very well written description you can model your own 
listings after... NOTICE how the list of what's included in the bundle is a series of 
links? These links lead to the seller's individual listings!

So the seller's listings “upsell” to the BUNDLE and the BUNDLE “downsells” to the 
listings! This maximizes the chances for a sale!

NEXT,  here's a listing from introDuice. Again, notice they use multiple images, a 
keyword loaded title and the 1st line of their description is keyword rich too!
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They also offer CUSTOM ORDERS which can be a lucrative add on service to offer 
(later, I'll show you how to do this too!) 

Again, their description is a good one to model yours after... They include

• User Guide (FAQs / Contact Details / Welcome Message)
• Cover Letter Template + Professional Writing Tips (.docx)
• CV / Résumé Template + Professional Writing Tips (.docx)
• A complete mock-up application, for inspiration! (.pdf)
• Links to the fonts used in the creation of the template.
• Icon Pack

Again, you would only need to create ONE  Writing Tips Guide and you could use it 
for ALL your listings! Just Google “resume writing tips” and you have all you need!
(more on this in your included bonus - Skyrocket Your Resume Template Sales With 
Simple “Extras” People Find Irresistible!)
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I'll leave it to you to go through other sellers and listings and existing templates to 
get ideas for YOUR shop.

Meanwhile, let's take a look at KEYWORDS and the important roll they play in 
getting you FREE ETSY BUYER TRAFFIC.
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Key Word  Generation Made Easy With FREE Tools
There are THREE KEY AREAS you want to insert your keyword phrases...

1) Your Listing Title
2) The 1st line of your listing description
3) Your 'Tags” (ETSY generates some tags FOR you according to category, and 

then allows YOU to insert an additional 13 more tags – USE THEM ALL)

The biggest mistake I see with tags (and keywords) is that people use phrases 
which are too short and thus too non-specific and too competitive to be of any 
benefit. Etsy allows you up to 20 characters per tag, so use longer tail (that is 
multiple word) tags that drill down to your target customer.

For example, “resume” would be a lousy tag as it is very non-specific and a gazillion 
shops will appear for this word... What are the chances that YOU will be in the 1st 
page ETSY results? (SLIM TO NONE).

However, if we get more specific, as in “resume template”, “teacher resume”, or 
“teacher CV template” we would fair much better as we have a much improved 
chance of appearing for these more specific phrases!

OK, that said, let's now talk about how to come up with terrific KW phrases 
for your resume (or other Etsy template) listings:

The BEST (PAID) TOOL for KW research (and other listing data) on ETSY is (as 
mentioned previously) Marmalead. At the time of this writing, Marmalead costs 
$19.00 a month. I recommend you invest in Marmalead as soon as you can afford it.

THAT SAID, I'm going to assume you are on a tight budget to start and show you 
some alternate FREE ways you can get some awesome KW phrases for your 
Etsy listings.

If you can get Marmalead to start, that's the best way to go and the fastest way to 
profits. However if you don't want to commit to that monthly expense “upfront”, 
start out with this free tool and method (shown below) and get Marmalead after 
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your sales are high enough and consistent enough to cover the $19 monthly cost of 
Marmalead.

The FREE ETSY KW RESEARCH TOOL we can use is Etsy's search tool itself!

When you enter a search phrase into Etsy's search bar, it recommends related 
search phrases based on what's been most recently searched. For example, when I 
enter “resume” into Etsy's search bar, we get some terrific KW suggestions right 
away!

Add a 't' and we get MORE good suggestions!
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We can also look at variations such as “resume template for”

“CV template”

etc.

One thing I like to do is search “resume a”, “resume b”, “resume c”.... to uncover 
popular but little known KW phrases that really drill down to specific searches.
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TIP: You can also go to other (successful) sellers and see what tags they are using in
their listings (by scrolling down to the bottom of the listing).

Now we can make use of a FREE tool called “EtsyRank” to get a better idea of how 
our various KW phrases are (or will) perform...

Here are full (simple) instructions on how to use it! (or click on the image below)
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You will have to register but it's FREE. There is a “pro” paid version but the free 
version is all you'll need.

What I like about this tool is it gives you the key stats for your keyword phrase...

PLUS it shows a word cloud (see next page below)... 
NOTE: EtsyRank doesn't use Etsy search data directly but instead uses Bing search 
data (still better than 'nothing' but this is why we recommend Marmlalead ASAP). 

However, until you can afford Marmalead, EtsyRank can give you a good initial 
start!
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and related KW stats...
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What “Extras” To Include With Your CV Templates 
& How To Create Them:
We previously mentioned some 'extras' you can include in your Etsy Resume 
Template offers such as...

• Matching cover letter templates
• Fonts (covered in the next section)
• Instructions
• Resume & cover letter writing tips
• Icons
• etc.

These are all good things to include in your “Instant Download” packages as they 
tremendously increase the perceived value of your offers AND really boost 
customer confidence in your offers too!

Other “included bonus materials” I've seen included in resume template offers 
include...

• List of top “job search” websites
• Job search tracker sheets
• Job application tracker sheets
• etc.

Your FREE bonus included with this course titled “Skyrocket Your Resume 
Template Sales With Simple “Extras” People Find Irresistible!” goes into detail about 
what types of 'extras' you can (and should!) include in your Etsy Resume offers. 

Let's face it...

Any 'add-on' that can help (and/or reassure) your customer, OR get them better 
organized, OR get them writing better resumes, OR allow them to get their resumes 
out faster (and in greater numbers) is an “add-on” that can help differentiate YOU 
from other sellers!
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Fonts – Where To Get Them For FREE!!
There are several sources where you can get specialized fonts FREE and pass them 
on to your customers. The easiest way to offer SPECIAL FONTS to your customers is
to simply direct them to where they can download them FREE online.

Here are THREE terrific places where fonts are available online for FREE. 

Source 1: Google fonts
You can go to fonts.google.com and you'll find an avalanche of wonderful fonts!

Each font has drop down menus (when you hover over the font) to show variations 
and different sizes (ref middle and left arrows above) and to the right, you can 
select or deselect specific types of fonts you want to search for (ref right arrow 
above). 

Also, when you hover over any font, a "SEE SPECIMEN" link pops up for that font. 
Clicking on that gives you a details page showing that font (see below).
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Once you find a font you like, you can download it by clicking "SELECT THIS FONT" 
in the upper right. 

This gives you a popup and clicking on the little down arrow (lower left) downloads
your font as a zip file. Now you just need to install your newly downloaded font(s). 
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This is easy to do – See "Installing your fonts" below. 

NOTE: You can download/install fonts and use them for your “dummy text” (i.e. the 
“example text” you insert into your resume templates) but this is OPTIONAL. What 
you'll ACTUALLY be doing is saving the font download link(s) and including these 
links with instructions to your customers (we'll show you an example in a bit).

Sources 2: NEW!  1001Fonts also has a nice selection of free fonts!

Sources 3 & 4:
There are TWO MORE FREE sources where you can get excellent resume fonts. 
They are Font Squirrel and Dafont. 

 Installing your fonts - Conveniently, Dafont's FAQ section also includes simple  
 instructions for downloading/installing new fonts for both Windows & Mac (very 
 simple to do).

On the Dafont website, their scripts are sorted and classified very clearly into main 
categories and sub-categories. They also have a search bar. 

    A Note On Copyright * 
The fonts on the Dafont website are the property of their authors' 
 and NOT ALL ARE AVAILABLE for “commercial use”. 
You'll see that they are classified as freeware, shareware, demo, 
or public domain. You'll also see “free” vs “free for personal use” 
and you'll see “donationware”.

NORMALLY, for printables, you'd want to stay AWAY from fonts marked “free for 
personal use” or “Demo” as we, of course, would want fonts that are OK for 
COMMERCIAL use. 

HOWEVER...Since we are merely directing our customers to these fonts and they 
are using them only for personal use, IN THIS CASE we can use BOTH “commercial 
use” AND “personal use” fonts!
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NOTE: Fonts marked “free” with no other info can be taken as “free for any 
purpose” (in absence of any supplementary info). It's the same for fonts marked 
“freeware”, “shareware”, or “public domain”. 

Fonts shown as “Donationware” require a donation (via Paypal) so avoid these as 
(obviously) we do not want to force our customers to PAY for fonts. 

SIDE NOTE: Since the SIZE of the donation on “Donationware” fonts isn't specified, 
one can “give” whatever they want... Technically, giving '1 penny' meets the 
requirement (and call me “cheap” but that's all I give if I use these fonts!)... Some of 
these fonts have been downloaded HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of times or even 
MILLIONS of times, so even at a PENNY, the authors are earning THOUSANDS or 
even TENS of THOUSANDS of dollars!

However, as said, for RESUMES, it's best to stick to the purely FREE fonts.

One more caveat: On Dafont some fonts (once downloaded) contain a “readme” file
and/or the author's website address. 

CHECK BOTH of these in case that is where the author chose to post additional 
licensing details. In absence of any info from those sources, the info on Dafont's site 
would take precedence.

* The above is not legal advice and we are not legal professionals. We are merely 
expressing our personal opinions based on research we've done (ref this source if you 
want more info on font copyright).

Font Squirrel is MUCH CLEARER on their licensing options and they also have TONS
of free fonts! 

On that site, there are icons at the left, bottom of each font (ref red arrows on 
screenshot below). Clicking on these icons activates a pop up box that tells you 
exactly what the licensing allows!  
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Example Instructions: You can include a PDF with each of your resume packages 
titled something like “Fonts-Download-and-Installation” OR “Your-Custom-Fonts 
-and-Instructions”. 

To make a PDF, you simply type your instructions into Word (or open office or most 
any word processor) and then instead of just 'saving' it, you would select 'File-
Export as PDF'.... DONE!

Here is an example of font instructions for customers... (modify as needed)
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 INSTALLING FONTS 
Your resume template uses the following free fonts which are compatible with PC and Mac. If you do not 
have them installed on your computer, please click the link to download or Word will replace them with a 
suitable alternate.
 
FONT INSTALLATION: After you download the font, right click the font file, select install, and then restart 
Word. 

Mac users may double click to install. 

If the fonts aren’t loading right away, try restarting your computer and re-opening your template in Word. 

ATTN. MAC USERS – If a font is not showing up in Word after installation, please CLICK HERE 

FONT DOWNLOAD LINKS 
https://fonts.google.com/selection?selection.family=Abel|Roboto 

That's it!

Notice that in this example, the font comes from fonts.google.com.

You would simply change the link(s) to the font(s) YOU chose. For example

FONT DOWNLOAD LINKS 
Link 1 – Use for title and headers
Link 2 – Use for all other text

Keep it simple... Don't use more than 2-3 fonts AT MOST on a given resume.

TYPES OF FONTS TO USE: For resumes, you want to use fonts that are “business 
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like”, eye catching and yet also very easy to read.

Besides the 'Roboto' font in the example above, here are some more fonts and font 
families which work well on resumes...

Theano Ditot  
GFS Ditot  
Noto (family of fonts)
Baskervville 
Secada (family of fonts)

UNIVERSAL FONTS:
You are NOT obligated to use “uncommon” fonts... It certainly adds 'perceived 
value' to your listings if you supply links to specialized fonts. These special fonts 
can be good for PRINTED resumes. HOWEVER, in a day and age where many 
resumes are sent electronically, using “universally available” fonts is sometimes 
better. Such 'common' fonts include the following... 

1. Calibri - Having replaced “Times New Roman” as the default Microsoft Word font, Calibri is 
an excellent option for a safe, universally readable font. 

2. Cambria - This font (and the one used for this guide) is another Microsoft Word staple. 
Created back in 2004, this typeface was designed to work well for "on-screen reading and 
to look good when printed at small sizes." 

3. Garamond - Named after 16th century French type designer Claude Garamond, Garamond is 
an old-style looking font suitable for academic resumes and for resumes featuring years worth of  
professional work experience. 

4. Georgia - A traditional-looking alternative to the oft-overused Times New Roman, 
this font was designed to be read on screens and is available on virtually any computer 
but is also very readable in print.

5. Arial - This font is popular because of its clean lines easy readability and is 
considered by many to be the “safest” font.  That said, it is worth noting that Arial has 
become “so common” that some hiring managers are beginning to find it “boring”.
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6. Book Antiqua - This font has a "distinctive yet gentle" style that's great for anyone 
looking to use a serif font without having to rely on the oft-maligned Times New 
Roman. Readily available on Microsoft machines, this typeface is easily read on a 
screen as well as in print

7. Trebuchet MS – For those tired of Arial or Verdana, Trebuchet MS can be a nice 
alternative. It's a bit more textured and modern-looking than many traditional 
printed resume fonts and also appears well on a screen.

FONT SIZES: For regular (detailed) content on your resumes (and cover letters), a 
12 pt. or 13pt. font size works well . For headings and/or subtitles, font size should
be about 4–6pts larger. It should be not so big as to be ridiculous, but not so small 
as to go unnoticed. 

10pt. fonts are generally too small for “general content”, but may be OK in some 
areas, like 'supporting text' (such as the city and state in a work experience listing). 
Italics can ALSO be useful for supporting text. You might use italics in places like the
city and state related to a university of a degree listing, for example.

Bold text is useful for drawing particular attention to a few words. But don't 
overdo it. Although increasing the font size for titles may be enough, bolding can 
help subtitles stand out without having to enlarge them which can create more 
space while presenting more information. ALSO a  void underlining words or 
phrases in a resume or cover letter, as it tends to add too much formatting and can 
make the document look “cluttered”.

NOTE: The above tips are FYI only... How 'detailed' you want to get with fonts and
formatting is up to you. Personally, I like to keep everything simple and with the 
exception of sizing the fonts and possibly bolding some titles/sub-titles, I like to 
leave the detailed formatting to the customer.

OK so now in the next section, we will show you how to create your own beautiful  
professional looking resume templates!
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Creating Your Resume Templates:
Creating handsome resume templates is much easier than you think! In this 
section, we will introduce you to several instructional videos that will walk you 
through the process step by step (links to the videos are at the end of this section 
and contain everything you need to know even if you've never used Word before!). 

As we've mentioned previously, we will be using MS Word. If you don't have MS 
Word, you can get a 30 day free trial here: https://products.office.com/en-us/try
(not an affiliate link).  Once you get some sales, you can then purchase Word out of a
% of your sales profits! There is a $6.99/mo option too here (not an affiliate link). 

Also, as said, a good alternative for MAC users is Apple Page (free). This program 
can also import Word files and export documents as Word files too. In this course, 
we will be demonstrating with MS Word but the actions are very similar for Page.

In the earlier section titled “PLANNING” in this guide, we mentioned that you 
should view other people's professional resume templates first to get familiar with 
what's popular and get your creative juices flowing. I particularly like CANVA for 
getting creative ideas! Here (again) is a list of CANVA links to specific types of 
resumes...

Professional Resume Templates: Teachers, Book Keepers, Nurses, Engineer, etc. 
Creative Resume Templates: Writers, Programmers, Marketers, Sales, etc.
Simple Resume Templates: 1st job, low entry jobs, returning to workforce jobs, etc.
Modern Resume Templates: Clean look with key info summarized for quick glance

If you haven't already, you might want to take a look (as well as perhaps do a 
Google search  for “resume templates Word” & look at other resume templates too).

There are two approaches you can take when designing your own resume 
templates...You can either start with an existing Word template and MODIFY it into 
your own creation OR you can start from scratch. For our purposes here, we will 
start from scratch. NOTE: Even when “starting from scratch”, I usually have a basic 
layout already in mind (from other resume templates I've looked at) but bear in 
mind that you can 'play with' your design(s) as you create them!
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If you got the course upgrade, you have some awesome templates you can 
modify instead of starting from scratch saving you HOURS of time! IF YOU 
MISSED IT... Click Here Now (if still available).

The template design phase is something you should HAVE FUN with!

You of course want something that looks attractive, professional, and is easy to read
so you don't want to go 'hog wild' BUT you shouldn't be afraid to experiment and 
have fun too!

SETTING UP WORD FOR CREATING RESUME TEMPLATES (OVERVIEW): 
Keep in mind that for each template, you will be creating both a US Letter size (for 
your US/Canada customers) and also an A4 size (for your NON-US customers).

These “sizes” are easily selected in Word – Simply select “Properties” under the  
'file' drop down menu and set your page to A4 or to US Letter (again, to maximize 
sales, you will want to be offering both versions to your customers and including 
both versions in your resume template packages).

We will also set our page margins to zero, and decide what fonts we want to use.

The overall process shown in the videos below consists of the following steps:

1 –  Select your header and sidebar shape(s) and color(s)... Place them where you want 
and drag them to the size you want. Also insert any boarders you may wish to have.

2 – Set text wrap to 'off' and set the text to 'in front' (so it appears IN FRONT of images, 
shapes, and other elements in your template).

3 – Set up your “text boxes” and paste in your text. “Text boxes” are designated areas 
within the resume inside which your text (for particular sections) appears. Part of setting 
this up includes selecting the text font, size, and color (use no more than 2-3 fonts...1 font 
only is often better). You can size and place “text boxes” much like you size and place your 
header and sidebar shape(s) in step 1 above.

4 – [OPTIONAL] Set up your “personal photo” box and place any icon elements.

5 – Go back and play with/adjust anything in steps 1-4 until you are happy :)

Finally... SAVE your resume template as a PDF, docx & doc. 
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TIP: You want to include both docx and doc versions of your templates for your 
customers so those with older versions of Word (earlier than 2007) can still use the
templates. And you'll need PDF versions of your templates to create your Etsy 
photo 'mockups'.

ASIDE: The main difference between DOC and DOCX is their current status. The DOC 
format has been used by Microsoft Word until the 2003 version of Word. In Word 
2007, they introduced the DOCX as the new default format. Modern users can still 
revert to using the DOC format if they want to.

CONVERTING YOUR PDF TO A JPG (for your Etsy images): There is a FREE 
online tool that will turn your PDFs into Jpgs you can then use as your ETSY photos.
Simply go to  https://pdf2jpg.net/ .

Instructions are on the site but using the tool is simple. NOTE: Don't click on the 
ads by mistake (the part scribbled out). To use the tool, simply click the “Choose a 
PDF file” button and upload your PDF. Then click the “Convert PDF to JPG” button.
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After a few moments, you are taken to a screen like this...

Again, don't click on the ads by mistake...you can download your image(s) from the 
links appearing in the upper right (ref red arrows in screen shot above).

DONE!

These images are terrific for your Etsy photos “as is” but if you want to take your 
images to the next level and really get them attracting attention, you're in luck!

One of your bonuses included FREE with this course is titled “Grab MORE BUYERS! 
How To Create STUNNING Etsy Images That Are Irresistible! (No Camera 
Needed...EVER!!)” shows you how to easily turn images like these (the ones you get 
from your PDFs)...
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into images like these!

Fast & easy!

Below are the links to step by step instructional videos...watch as I create a 
resume template and cover letter from scratch!
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NOTE: the videos below contain all you need to know for making resume templates
but, if you have never used   MS Word   before, this Video Introduction To MS Word  makes 
for a terrific way of familiarizing yourself with this program. That said,

  VIDEO 1 –   Setting Up  Word For Creating Your Resume Templates
–   Selecting & Placing Your Header And Sidebar Shape(s) and Color(s)
–   Setting Up Your Resume Text Sections And Entering In Your Text

  VIDEO 2    –   Setting Up Your “Personal Photo” Box
–   Placing Icon Elements For Added Flair! (see NOTE below).
–   Grouping Elements into single designs

  VIDEO 3 –   Creating Additional Templates From One You've Already Created!
–   Keeping Organized & Saving Your Work!
–   Creating a Matching Cover Letter Template To Go With Your Resume Template

 BONUS VIDEO!! –  A Secret Way Of Using CANVA To SPEED UP YOUR WORK!!

  NOTE: RE Icons – If you have the “monthly subscription” to MS Word, it includes
  an Icon tool & icon library. Here is an MS Word info page & video that shows  
  you how to use this feature. However you don't NEED this feature!  In “VIDEO 2”
  above I show you how to easily insert images. Icons are just images as well!

ADVANCED TIP: [Optional] If you want to insert a “bar chart”, “pie chart,” or any 
other kind of chart into your resume template(s), here is a video showing you how.
THAT SAID, be careful... Your customers may not know how to customize charts... 
You'll want to give added directions (or link to the same video above). 

   → ACTION STEPS: ←   
Here are some more action steps you should do right now...

1) Create some Resume Templates and/or template bundles you can offer on 
Etsy (match your template creations to your Keyword swipe file you made earlier)

2) Create Etsy Images for each template (keep all your files organized in separate
and appropriate folders)

3) Based on your initial Keyword research and templates created, start thinking 
about which types of job seekers you want to initially go after (1st time job 
seekers, professional job seekers, target specific professions... your choice!) and 
correspondingly what “shop sections” you may want to have... You DON'T have to
make any 'final' decisions as yet...Just start thinking...

In the next sections, we will start to set up our Etsy shop!
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Time To Create Our Etsy Shop! (Easy As Pie!)
Now is where the fun really begins! It's time to get your resume templates 
online and up for sale!  Here are ETSY's complete step by step instructions on 
how to create an ETSY shop from start to finish. What's NICE about this page is it is 
loaded with links that take you to sub-pages with detailed directions for each step! 

Of course, we also walk you through the steps here. Here we go... Start by 
heading over to Etsy.com (for NEW Etsy accounts, you get 40 free listings through 
that link!). Click on Sell On Etsy in the top right navigation menu.

You'll then be taken to another page that explains more about selling on Etsy. Just 
click on the Open Your Etsy Shop button.

You'll now have to create an account if you don't already have one. Once done, just 
fill out your store preferences (language, country you are in, preferred currency). 
You'll also be asked to create a name for your shop subject to these limits:

• 4-20 characters in length

• No spaces or special characters 

• No profanity (obviously)

• Not already in use by an existing Etsy member

• Does not infringe on another's trademark 

Within those rules, your Etsy shop name can be anything you like. You can add your
name, the word 'resumes' or create something else. Just remember that you are 
trying to appear to be professional to encourage more trust and sales. 
You should consider your shop name choice carefully. ETSY only allows you to 
change your shop name once (and requires their approval) so try to get something 
good the FIRST time. 
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Once you have your shop name, you'll also need to create and upload some shop
images (Don't worry, I'll show you how to easily create the required images with 
FREE tools and make them look stunning!). 

Etsy gives you a choice of creating either a "shop cover image" (1200px X 300px 
min / 3360px X 840px max) OR a "shop banner" (760px X 100px).  You DON'T 
have to create both...just one or the other. You can easily create either one in 
CANVA! (FREE!) - CANVA has pre-made ETSY templates!

We recommend you create a COVER IMAGE as it is larger and therefore looks much 
better! You can look at other ETSY shops' cover images for inspiration! You'll 
also need to create a "Shop Icon" for your Etsy shop (also easy to do using CANVA!).

Let's Start With Our Cover Image: Log into CANVA and click "Create A Design". 
Select the template for “ETSY COVER PHOTO”. You can use pre-made images/text 
from CANVA, and/or you can upload our own royalty free images (you can search 
for and find royalty free images on www.pexels.com AND/OR pixabay.com/)

Here are instructions for using CANVA: www.canva.com/create/banners/etsy-
banners/ (similarly you can create your Etsy shop icon on CANVA using the SAME 
methods as used above to create your Etsy cover image by going here: 
www.canva.com/templates/social-graphics/etsy-shop-icon/ )

Let me go through an example of making an Etsy cover image (Etsy Banner).
Start here: https://www.canva.com/create/banners/etsy-banners/ (ref screen shot
below). You can read through the instructions on this web page if you want or just 
follow the example below). 

To start, Click the “Start Designing an Etsy Banner” button...If you are NEW to 
Canva, you will be asked to create a FREE account (or sign in if you are an existing 
member). You'll then end up on a page like the one shown below...
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You can either select a pre-made template from the selections at left and modify it 
OR create from scratch....Let's create one from scratch (see below).

NOTE: Canva's default Etsy Cover Image 'size' is 1200px X 300px which is my 
favorite size...large without being overwhelming)... We use this default size below... 

However if you want to do a larger size (up to the max of 3360px X 840px), simply 
sign into Canva directly and select the “Use custom dimensions” button at right and 
enter your desired image size in pixels.

Either way, the steps shown shown below are the same! Our example uses the 
default size 1200px X 300px.
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I didn't want to use any of the Canva templates at left and so I searched for and 
downloaded some “office themed” images onto my computer (I like using 
www.pexels.com AND/OR pixabay.com/ to get royalty free images).

My idea is to combine some office imagery with some resume images to get a nice 
looking banner... That's just me... YOU can create whatever kind of banner you 
want, this is just an example to show you the process.

I start by selecting the “background” tab at left and selecting a cream color (you can
pick whatever color you like OR you can leave it white).

Next, I upload some of the images I found and I play around with them... To upload 
your own images to CANVA, select the “upload” tab  at left, click the green “Upload 
your own images” button and select your images from your computer.
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TIP: Holding the control key down allows you to 'click-select' multiple images.

Once uploaded, clicking on an image (at left) places it onto your banner... You can 
then drag the corners to resize the image. You can also drag the image into place.
If you don't like an image, you can delete it by clicking the garbage can icon at upper
right (not shown in screen shot).

If you make a mistake, you can click the “Undo” at top left.

After playing around a bit, I decided on this. So far so good. Now let's add some text!
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We click the “text” tab at left...

I selected a font at left and dragged it to size in the image (you can also select and 
size fonts via the options up top)...Now clicking on the text in the image, I can 
retype it to what I want. When I'm happy, I download and save...DONE!
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And here's what we have! (not a real shop name, just used for this example)

IMOPRTANT!! - Make sure your “shop name” is AVAILABLE on Etsy BEFORE you 
complete your banner!!

BONUS TIP! Let me show you something really cool you can do with your text 
(shop name) to get it to really “pop” and stand out... [THIS IS OPTIONAL] Basically, 
we're going to make a duplicate copy of our text, change the color and slide it over 
the original black text to create a “drop shadow” effect! (see steps and screen shots 
below). 

I click on my text and follow the steps 1, 2, 3, 4 below...
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1. Select your text and Click "Copy" – This makes a duplicate of your text.

NOTE - In the 'copied' text, I deleted the smaller sub title lettering and kept the 
large lettering only.

2. Click to change the color of the copy to a new desired color of your choice.

3.  If you end up with the colored text and black text reversed (i.e. the black text is 
IN FRONT of the colored text instead of BEHIND it), you can fix this by clicking 
"Arrange" – "Back" to move the black text 'behind' the colored text.

4. Finally, move the colored text so it almost but not quite hides the black text to 
create a "drop shadow" effect! Once placed, you can go back and play more with 
color selections until you get one that looks good and that you are happy with. 
And here we go!
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Beautiful!!

The next Etsy shop image you need is your shop icon... Think of your shop icon as a 
sort of “logo”...It appears under your cover image to the left.

ASIDE: You also have a profile image that appears at right under your cover image.
In this case the seller has just used their shop icon in both places but ideally you 
should have an actual photo of yourself as this builds trust... 
Your profile photograph can simply be a head shot. It should be square and at 
least 400px wide/tall. 

A photo of yourself is best but if you are extremely camera shy, you can just use 
your shop icon... Shop icons are 500px X 500px so it meets the “profile picture” 
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requirements (square and more than 400 px wide/tall).

As said previously, you can also create your 'Etsy shop icon' image using Canva... Go 
here: www.canva.com/templates/social-graphics/etsy-shop-icon/  

Select a template and modify it as you wish...DONE!

There are still a few more (simple) things you need to do to get your Etsy shop 
ready...You should fill out your shop's pre-made Etsy pages...These pages include a 
Profile page and an about your shop page (known as your 'about' page). 

You also want to set up a "shop policies" page and create some "shop sections" for 
your shop (to make it easier for your customers to find the TYPES of resumes they 
are looking for).

Finally, you should create a "Shop Announcement"...This is one of the options that 
Etsy offers... Your Shop Announcement is seen by people when they first arrive at 
your ETSY shop....It's a good spot to announce sales, state a guarantee, or otherwise 
entice your visitors. 

WHY ARE THESE PAGES SO IMPORTANT?...

Etsy gives PREFERENCE to shops that provide a 'good shopping experience' to their
customers and ETSY considers shops with completed profiles, about sections, 
policies page and etc. To provide a better customer experience which means your 
listings get a search BOOST in ETSY search! 

Setting up these pages is easy and we'll go through each of these pages in step by 
step detail for you momentarily but first...
We need to actually OPEN our shop. With Etsy, you can't create these added 
pages  until your shop is OPENED.

AND... You can't "open" your shop until you have at least ONE listing.

So in the next section, we will create a "dummy" listing just so we can get our 
shop "opened". We WON'T 'activate' ("go live" with) the listing but rather, keep it as 
a "draft". This way we can get everything ready PRIOR to our listings going “LIVE”.

Once we have our 1st listing completed, we can go back and create the pages we 
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talked about above (and don't worry... we include step by step instructions and 
examples – coming shortly – let's get our listing done first).

 TIP: Your initial listing will take you some “time” (especially if it is your first time 
 using Etsy) but don't fret! 1) You'll get faster with practice and... 2) Once you have 
 your first listing done, Etsy has a “COPY” option that let's you copy the EXISTING 
 listing and then simply MODIFY it to a new listing which is easier and much faster 
 than creating every listing 'from scratch'! 

   → ACTION STEPS: ←    

Here are some action steps you should do right now (if you haven't already)...

1) Register with  Etsy.com as a seller (for NEW Etsy accounts, you get 40 free 
listings through that link!). 

3) Create your Etsy cover banner and shop icon 

4) Create at least one resume template design/package and generate your 
resume image mockup(s)
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Creating Your 1st 'Draft' Etsy Listing!
As said, adding Your First Listing to Etsy is needed in order to "open" your 
Etsy shop. Once your shop is "open", you can create your profile, about and 
policy pages as well as your shop announcement and your Etsy shop sections.

Again, don't get too hung up on this. Remember that this 1st listing is just a 'draft'... 
It will never go "live" (unless you want it to). It's just there so we can open our shop 
and finish filling out the above mentioned pages.

At this point you should have (per the previous sections)...

• Registered with Etsy as a seller
• Created your Etsy shop, named it, and set up your preferences
• Created at least one resume template design/package and generated your 

resume image mockup(s)

Now sign into Etsy and go to your seller dashboard...click “Listing” at left. Now to 
create a listing, click on the  + Add A Listing in the top right of the screen. You'll 
now have a single listing page with various sections to fill in. Let's go through them 
one by one...

  ASIDE: Since we are doing DIGITAL listings only, our task is greatly simplified! 
  For example, we do not need to set up “shipping rates”. As well, our listings won't
  have “variations” ('variations' on Etsy allow customers to select things like “sizes”
  and “colors”, etc. - think “clothing” for example)...Digital listings on Etsy do not 
  have a “variations” option so this again simplifies things.

  Here are Etsy's instructions for setting up Digital download listings. 

  And/or you can refer to the steps listed on the following page...

Creating Your First Etsy Listing – Step By Step:

1. ADD YOUR PRODUCT PHOTOS – This is where you will add your listing image(s). 
Ideally you'll want to show each resume page included (if you have a multi page 
resume). Also include a shot of your matching cover letter as well as any 'bonus 
items' you might include in your package (job search tracker sheets, job application 
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tracker sheets, etc.) - Ref your bonus guide “Skyrocket Your Resume Template Sales 
With Simple “Extras” People Find Irresistible!”.

ALSO DON'T FORGET... One of the BONUS GUIDES included with this course is a 
PDF titled “Grab MORE BUYERS! How To Create STUNNING Etsy Images That Are 
Irresistible! (No Camera Needed...EVER!!)” that shows you how to create 
STUNNING Etsy images (fast and easy) that stand out! 

2. TITLE – This is where you need to describe what your product is and also try and
include vital keywords that help your listing get found in Etsy (and in Google too). 
Something like:

Nurse Resume Template for Word | Medical Resume Word Nurse CV Template 
Doctor Resume RN Resume (Registered Nurse Resume) CV Medical CV CNA

You get 140 characters in this field, so make sure you try and use as many related 
long tail keyword phrases as you can here. Here is some good info on creating good 
listing titles.

3. LISTING DETAILS – After your 'images' section and 'title' section, you come to an 
"About this listing" section. This is where you have several drop down fields to 
choose from.

Just fill out each section in turn as shown below... IMPORTANT: Under “Listing 
Type” be sure to check “Digital” (ref red arrow in screenshot above). You should 
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also check “Automatic” so your listing renews automatically when a sale is made.

You should use:

For 'Who made it?", select: "I made it" 

For "What is it?" select: "A finished product"

For "When was it made?" select: "Select when it was made"

4. CATEGORY – In the next section you choose a category. You can experiment with 
different sub categories but here's what I recommend...

TYPE IN “resume” and ETSY will give you a number of suggested categories to 
choose from...

(ref screen shot below)

I would recommend selecting the first one as this will get you into the largest 
number of sub-categories. However, if you want to appear in the “digital prints” 
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category, you might opt for the alternate (4th) choice. PERSONALLY, I feel the first is 
best but you can experiment.

You can skip the “colors” and “occasion” sections as they don't really apply to this 
type of product.

5. DESCRIPTION – This is where you describe what your product is and try to 
persuade your visitor to buy it. As said earlier, the first line of your description 
should be loaded with keyword phrases. 

REMEMBER: In addition to including KW phrases in your titles and descriptions, 
you also want to make a strong emotional appeal to your customers! Describe your 
resumes in a RESULTS DRIVEN way that triggers your customer's emotions. 
Something like...

“Land your dream job TODAY. Get NOTICED! These Professional resume templates are 
guaranteed to make you stand out. Our tested and PROVEN resume templates put you
in the driver's seat and get you more job interviews faster!”

Notice how our description is BENEFITS DRIVEN and establishes AUTHORITY!

Look at other successful sellers' descriptions to see what we mean. You should also 
reassure your customer and show them that you provide TOP quality resumes as 
the following example illustrates.

 ♥Welcome to [your shop name]! We are professionals and know what employers 
want. We have created resume/CV and cover letter templates that are proven and 
guaranteed to help land your dream job. Our professional templates show refinement 
and class while also remaining contemporary and fresh! Let our unique CV templates 
put you in the top 97% - Get your resume templates instantly via immediate 
download (even if it's 3a.m.). 

 We want you to be completely happy with your purchase. Feel free to contact us ♥
before or after your purchase with any questions or concerns. We are so very easy to 
work with and want to be sure you are taken care of! 

See how we reassure our customer AND show them that we provide QUALITY 
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products and QUALITY service?

ALSO, in every resume template description, you should have a list of bullet point 
features... The following from A1 Resume is a terrific example...

5 RESUME TEMPLATES INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE CONTAIN:
 1, 2, and 3-page resume templates in 5 STYLES⚫
 5 Resume Templates in .docx format ⚫
 5 Matching cover letters & reference sheet in .docx format ⚫
 A4 & US Letter Sizes⚫
 Icon Pack⚫
 A list of free fonts used in the template + Download Links⚫
 Help and customization guide⚫
 + SPECIAL BONUS⚫
 A1 customer support. Need help? Drop me a message! I’M HAPPY TO HELP ⚫

 Extremely responsive and helpful. Created several versions of my resume and each one⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐❝
needed re-formatting. I emailed and had it back within a few hours! Very impressed with the 
product and customer service. Get lots of compliments on the design. You won’t be 
disappointed!!  ❞

CUSTOMIZE THEM AND MAKE THEM YOUR OWN!
 EVERY SINGLE WORD can be changed – all headings, titles and body text⚫
 Update the colors, fonts, and graphics.⚫
 Add, delete, or change the icon color⚫
 Insert your own photo⚫
 Add additional pages as needed⚫
 Add or delete anything else that you need to ⚫

Notice how this seller also copied and pasted a 5 STAR review right inside the 
description too?... How's that for customer reassurance?!

6. CUSTOM ORDERS, SHOP SECTIONS & TAGS – “Custom orders” can be a nice way 
to pick up more sales at PREMIUM prices but then require “more time” to fulfill. If 
you decide to offer custom orders, check it off (see screen shot below)..This will 
automatically insert this option into your listing.

You should also consider creating some shop sections. Just click the drop down 
menu and select “Add a section”... a pop up appears where you can enter the name 
of your section (example “Best Deals” or “1st Time Job Seekers” etc.). The added 
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sections will then appear in this same drop down menu.

To select the “Shop Section” your listing is to go under, simply use the same drop 
down menu and select your desired section.

Finally, enter your tags... This is a very important section! You need to add tags to 
your listings so that they can be found by people searching for them on Etsy. Etsy 
chooses your first few tags for you based on what category you've selected. Etsy 
then gives YOU 13 more tags to fill in yourself !

Use all 13 tags and make them relevant to your specific offer. IMPORTANT: As said 
previously, use LONG TAIL keywords in your tags to really drill down to sub-niches 
(Etsy allows you a maximum of 20 characters for each tag). 

So, for example, “Resume” is not as good as "IT Creative Resume" or “RN Creative 
Resume”, or “3 page CV template” or such... 

TIP: There is also some evidence that if some of your tags MATCH keywords in your
title, you'll place higher in Etsy's rankings. So for example, if your title includes the 
phrases “RN Creative Resume” and “3 page CV template”, AND your tags included 
those SAME phrases, you would have a better chance of ranking for those terms. 

7. MATERIALS – This doesn't specifically apply to downloadable “digital products” 
but it is a terrific place to add more keywords and at the same time clarify to your 
customer what they are getting. Here are 2 examples from successful sellers...

Materials: Microsoft Word, PC and Mac, 1 Page Resume, 2 Page Resume, 3 Page Resume, Cover 
Letter, Reference Letter, Icon Set, A4, US Letter 

Materials: resume for word, modern resume, resume template, resume, creative resume, 
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professional resume, professional resume template, cover letter, professional CV, template for 
word, teacher resume, cover letter template, resume writing 

8. INVENTORY AND PRICING SECTION – This is where you add the price of your 
product and state how many you have for sale. TIP: DON'T THINK that you have to 
have the cheapest prices to sell resumes! If your images look great and your 
description assures 'job seekers' that they'll get a terrific edge using YOUR 
templates (and they will because you've modeled your templates after the best 
ones out there), people will gladly pay a premium price! Further, if you are offering 
a BUNDLE of resume templates and/or including all kinds of valuable extras, people
will gladly pay more!

For “Quantity”, just put '999' (the max allowed) so that your listing won't “run out 
of stock” and be removed. This way, your listing will continue to automatically 
renew with each sale!

You can leave the SKU blank.

Variations – You don't have to touch this section. This applies for PHYSICAL 
products ONLY and is not supported for “Instant Downloads”. So skip it.

Personalization – Unless you are offering a resume writing service, you don't have 
to touch this section. Your CUSTOMER will customize their resume from your 
template(s).

9. UPLOAD YOUR FILES – The last step is to upload your file(s) (i.e. what your 
buyers will download when they buy).

For EACH Etsy listing, you can upload up to   five   digital files with the maximum size 
for each file being 20MB (100MB total). 

FYI - The FILETYPES allowed are as follows... 

 Audio – mpeg, mp3        Image – gif, jpeg, png, tiff, bmp, pdf        Text – txt, pdf 
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You notice that Word files (docx and doc) don't appear in the list...no problem.

Etsy also accepts ZIPPED files which is what you'll be uploading...That is, you will 
take your files (Word files, PDFs, txt files, etc.) and ZIP them into a single file. If the 
zipped file is over 20MB, break it into multiple zipped files (as said, up to 5 are 
allowed), and THEN upload it to Etsy!...DONE!!  NOTE: If you don't know how to zip 
files, you can Google it for whichever operating system you use (easy stuff).

10. SAVING YOUR LISTING – At any time, you can go to the bottom right of your 
listing page and click “PREVIEW” to preview your listing OR click “PUBLISH” to 
have your listing go LIVE, or (in our case here) click “SAVE AS A DRAFT” to save 
your listing without it going “live”.

BONUS TIP! Bitly.com is integrated with ETSY to shorten and customize all your 
links! As mentioned earlier at the beginning of this guide, you can link from every 
listing to a BUNDLED listing offer at a premium price (or any alternate offer(s) you 
wish!). These shortened links have a much better and cleaner look and, as 
mentioned previously, as long as the links stay on the ETSY website, the will be 
LIVE! - i.e. CLICKABLE!

ANOTHER BONUS TIP! [OPTIONAL] You can insert links into your descriptions 
that lead OFF of Etsy's site but they won't be “live”... Your customer will have to 
'copy & paste' those links.

Now Etsy's TOS state you can't draw customers away from ETSY to buy somewhere 
else BUT you could write something like... “To get a coupon for 20% OFF your order, 
click here [link]” and that link could lead to an email list sign up page (building 
you a list of buyers!).  To get full info on how you can Build Profitable Email 
Lists Of Hungry ETSY Buyers FREE with 

• NO Website needed
• NO Tech Skills needed

Go here now: youretzylistbuilder.com (do it now before you forget...). 
(TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer2)

OK, now that our 1st listing is up, let's get back to creating our Bio, About, Policies, 
and other ETSY shop pages!
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Creating Your Bio, About, Policies, and other Etsy Pages!
As said previously, creating these pages is important as...

1) Etsy gives you a search boost when these pages are completed
2) Customers have more confidence buying from you
3) It helps differentiate you from other sellers!

Here are some valuable tips on how to write terrific Bio, About, and Policies 
pages: The following are some edited excerpts taken from another course we 
produced titled Your Etsy Profit Machine. To this day Your Etsy Profit Machine 
remains the best selling Etsy course on JVZoo. It's a good companion course to this 
one!

Writing Your Bio (Profile) & About Pages:
The goal of your Bio is to help you make a “personal connection” with your 
audience. 

Here is some info about writing your Etsy “Bio”. To edit your bio, just go to “Your 
Account” - and select “Public Profile”.

Here's the KEY to writing a good Bio... It should NOT be a resume! People don't 
care where you went to school. INSTEAD, make your bio a story! Make it an 
expression of your passion as it relates to your niche. Use it to tap into and trigger 
people's emotions. Read other sellers' bios and see what grabs you and what bores 
you!

Here's an example of a badly written Bio...
My name is Jimbo. [redundant – they already see your name on your store]
I like football, swimming and hiking [who cares – what does this have to do with 
what you're selling]

Here's an example of a good Bio...
I have a passion for helping people. Having reviewed many resumes, I quickly became 
weary of seeing so many boring resumes falling short, destined for the NO pile when 
all they needed was a better organized format and a couple of tweaks. Thus, [name of 
your shop] was born!

We have made a study of what works and know exactly what is going to catch a 
recruiter's eye. Our resume and CV templates are designed to maximize ease of 
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readability plus highlight important information that is guaranteed to help you land 
your dream job.

With our proven resume templates you'll stand out from the crowd and get results 
faster.

In a word, our templates help you make an instant and lasting impression showing 
you in your best light when applying for your dream career. We aim for sophistication
and elegance with a modern twist, combined with a thoughtful 3 or 4 PAGE design 
and matching cover letter (with plenty of space for all your information).

With our properly formatted PROFESSIONAL resume and CV templates, you no longer
need to “guess” at what's proper or what will get attention. You no longer need to 
spend hours scrolling and then hours pondering on how to format a best resume. 

See how in the latter example we bring ourselves (and our products) to life? And 
how we also make a more personal connection with our audience?

TIP: Create a 'swipe file' for your bio and about pages and etc. by looking at what 
other successful sellers are saying, and use it as a guide to writing your own. 

Once you have filled everything in, your store will be live and ready.

Likewise, Your Etsy “About” Page gives you a chance to tell people about your shop.

To create your “About” page, go to 'Shop Manager', click the pencil icon next to 
your shop name under Sales Channels, and scroll down to the About section. 

Here is some info on Etsy's site for writing your Etsy “About” Page. 

There are several important parts to this page...
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▪ Shop story – Consider it an expanded version of your bio page

▪ Shop members – Where you list any employees (not applicable for us)

▪ Production partners –  (not applicable for us)

Like your bio, you want your About Page to show why you are passionate about 
your products and show some personality too – Always write in the first person to 
make the strongest personal connection!

Buyers can find your About section by clicking the “About” link near the top of your
shop homepage (or by scrolling down your shop homepage).

You can consider your About page to be an expanded version of your Bio but this is
aimed not so much at what you are about so much as what your STORE is about as 
an “extension” of yourself.

Your About page also lets you post pictures or even a video! Here is some good info 
on how to craft a terrific “About” page!

TIP: Put Links On Your About Page!
Your Etsy About Page is also a good place to put links!! This is the ONE place Etsy 
lets you put LIVE EXTERNAL LINKS! So here is where you'll want to list links to any 
of your external sites or social media if you have them - e.g. Your blog, FB fan page, 
other Web 2.0 sites (Twitter, You Tube channel, etc.). You ALSO want to have a 
strong, enticing, fun call to action for each link that answers your customer's main 
question; WIIFM (“What's In It For Me”).

Again, this is the ONE PAGE where Etsy allows you to place LIVE external links 
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(links that lead to pages OFF Etsy's site).

Your 'About' page is a great spot to capture people's email addresses too!! Have a 
link to an email 'opt-in' page (also called 'squeeze pages' or 'landing pages') that 
offer a strong free incentive for people to 'opt-in' to your Etsy newsletter.

MAILCHIMP is a FREE autoresponder service where you can set up your optin 
pages with NO tech skills and NO website needed! AGAIN, for more info on how you
can use email to tremendously boost your ETSY profits, go here: 
youretzylistbuilder.com 

Creating Your Shop Policies Page:
ETSY also has added a shop policies form (template) which is a page you should 
definitely fill out. You fill out your “Policies” page (and shop announcement) on THE
SAME PAGE as your about section above (scroll down to see these options).

Completing your “shop policies” page will give you the following advantages...

1) Your policies help create trust, credibility, and excitement.

2) It's a further way to “differentiate” yourself from other shops in a positive 
way.

3) Believe it or not, it can bring you MORE FREE TRAFFIC!

          As said, ETSY wants its shoppers to have a “positive shopping experience”. 
          ETSY feels that part of this positive experience comes from shops having the   
          'policies section' (and other pages above) completed and so they actually give 
          a search ratings boost to shops that have these pages fully done! 
Remember that “policies” are not meant to unduly “restrict” your customers, but 
rather, they are there to PROTECT and REASSURE your customers (which results in 
increased sales). 

Of course you are free to modify your policies as you see fit, but here is what I 
personally recommend...

– Have a very generous “satisfaction guaranteed” return policy and a “no 
hassles” unconditional refund option. Removing all risk for your buyers is one
of the best ways to boost your sales! A more generous guarantee will virtually
ALWAYS produce an increase in sales large enough to (easily) more than 
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offset any increase in refund rate.

– Always give your customer the benefit of the doubt. For every “complaining” 
customer that tries to 'rip you off' (extremely rare), there are 500 that are 
'completely honest and on the level'.

You can modify your policies if you see you are getting too many refunds but I 
would at least start very liberally and see what happens.

Creating Your Shop Announcement:
Your shop announcement is an area of text which will appear towards the top of 
your Etsy shop page (ref Etsy's Shop Announcement info here).

You can use your announcement to alert shoppers of important information (like a 
sale OR if you are away on vacation) However, you can (and should!) use your shop 
announcement for MORE than just that!

With your announcement, the idea is to communicate to your customers that you 
understand them and their needs (and that you’re the person who can help them 
fulfill those needs).

Keep your shop announcement brief but engaging. 

At a minimum, your shop announcement can simply be a briefer version of your 
Etsy “about” page, but make sure it captures attention and gives people a reason 
NOT to click off your shop, but rather start clicking through your listings! You might
even choose to restate your guarantee here. “all templates are fully guaranteed to 
YOUR satisfaction or we refund you 100%”.

You can (and should) also use the first 140 characters of your shop announcement 
for SEO purposes. Fill that space up with keywords about what you offer in your 
shop (so your store has a better chance of ranking on Google). 

Vacation mode: Above we mentioned “vacation”. One of the advantages of having 
an Etsy business is that, once set up, it takes very little time to run AND you can run
it from anywhere you have an internet connection. However, there may be times 
when you want to take a true VACATION (and enjoy some of that CASH your Etsy 
shop earned you!!).
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WELL IT TURNS OUT, Etsy has a “Vacation” mode! (for anytime you may want a 
break from your business). To set vacation mode, log into ETSY and click on “Shop 
Manager” icon that appears along the top of every Etsy page. Then follow these 
steps:

1.Under Shop Settings on the left side of the page, click the Options link.

2.Click the Vacation Mode tab.

3.Click the On Your Shop Is On Vacation option button under Vacation Mode.

4.Type the desired text — how long you’ll be away, when you’ll be back, and 
so on — in the Vacation Announcement field.

5.In the Conversation Auto-Reply field, type the message that you want 
prospective customers to receive if they convo you while you’re away.

6.Click the Save button.

The Vacation Mode page opens - The text you typed above replaces your 
shop announcement and Etsy puts your shop in vacation mode.

TIP: It doesn’t hurt to add a special “on vacation” shop cover graphic or banner to   
your shop anytime you put it in vacation mode. 

Creating an alternate "vacation" cover graphic (or banner) is a simple matter as you
again can simply use CANVA. 

It’s also not a bad idea to put your shop in vacation mode a day   or two before you 
leave. That way, you have time to handle all your order inquiries before you depart. 
When you return from vacation and are ready to start up again, just navigate the 
same way as above and switch the mode back to “OFF” and you're all set!

Adding "Shop Sections" To Your Etsy Store:
If you haven't already, a nice way to make your ETSY shop more easily searchable 
by customers is to create "Shop Sections". You can create your sections based on 
who your resume templates are for (example – 'Resumes For Single Moms', 
'Resumes for Students', 'Resumes For Health Professionals', 'Resumes for Teachers',
etc.) OR you might create sections based on the TYPES of resume templates offered 
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(for example – 'Creative Resumes', '3 & 4 Page Resumes', 'Simple 1 Page Resumes', 
etc.) or do a mixture of the two!

Your shop sections are displayed to customers as links in the left sidebar of your 
Etsy shop.

You can have up to 20 custom sections (as well as the default "All items" section 
that is in every shop), but even if you start with just 3-5 sections, that's a good start!
A section's name is limited to a maximum of 24 characters. 

Here is info and instructions for creating your shop sections.

And there you have it!... You now can go ahead and start adding more listings!

   → ACTION STEPS: ←   
Go ahead now and set up your Etsy shop & create some listings!
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Creating Etsy Sales & Coupons:
We mentioned earlier that ETSY allows you to set up a SALE and that when you set 
this up, your item sale prices show up along with green text showing the regular 
price and discount. 

You can also create coupons! There are several ways you can make use of coupons 
that you create. You can...

1) Use them as an enticement to get people onto your email list! [Free]

2) Include them inside your  downloadable products as a surprise to encourage 
repeat sales! [Free]

3) Post them on social media to bring in more buyers! [Free]

4) Offer coupons to people who have abandoned their carts (i.e. put your 
product into their cart but not actually purchased it) [Free]

5) Offer coupons to people who have “favorited” (liked) your listing [Free]

To set up a sale or create coupons is simple. Just log into your Etsy account and go 
to Shop Manager > Marketing > Sales and coupons. You'll come to a screen that 
looks like this... 

(see below).
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I won't go into detail on how to create coupons as Etsy already has terrific info on 
this here: https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014260108-Create-Sales-
Coupons-and-Special-Offers-for-Your-Shop 

ASIDE: Below the "Sales and coupons" option, you see the targeted promo options 
"Abandoned cart" and "Recently favorited".  We don't want to set up either of these 
options right now but if you did, you would click the corresponding button at the 
right hand side (ref horizontal red outline arrows above).

You would just click the button and fill out the screen that pops up ... Easy to do.

Below that appears all the stats for all your previous promos/coupons, if any.

However, for now we just want to set up a sale – So, as said, click the '+New special 
offer' button at the top right and you are taken to this page...
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To create coupons, we would click at right. However in THIS example, we want to 
run a sale so we click the center button to get started. 

Running an Etsy Sale - Clicking on the "Run sale" button above. You come to the 
screen shown on the following page...

From the drop down menu at top left (see below), you see that we have the option 
of running a "% off" sale or a "free standard shipping" sale.
For “Instant Downloads” there is NO shipping (obviously) so we want to select the 
"% off" option.

Then at the top right is a drop down menu to select the % discount amount. 

Next on the form is where you select your "minimum order to qualify". As you can 
see from the choices, you can set a 'quantity' minimum or a 'dollar' minimum or 
you can select NO restrictions...I would just go with “NO restrictions”.

Then select your sales dates.
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Once filled out, click the "Continue" button at the bottom right and you are brought 
to the screen shown below.

This is a really handy screen! You don't necessarily need to put every listing you 
have into the sale you created. The screen above is where you can add WHICH 
listings you want to apply your sale to!..You can add "all active listings" or search for
and add just certain listings. Once you are happy, click the "Review and confirm" 
button at the bottom right and if happy, save your promo! NOTE: Any NEW listings 
you add will not be included in your existing sale. You would have to create a NEW 
sale and from the above screen, enter your new listings.
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Putting It All Together:
So if you've gotten this far, congratulate yourself! You now have at your fingertips a 
huge opportunity... an actual business blueprint that shows you how to earn real 
cash while truly helping people in need.

In this course we have striven to both keep things as simple as possible and yet still 
offer you a TON of options for making your resume shop unique!

You may choose to keep this business really really simple and small, or you may 
decide to grow it into a full time business. This business model has the advantages 
of being both 'automated' and relatively simple to set up.

Of course, there is no 'magic' here... You'll have to 'take action'... You'll have to 
invest some time to 'set things up'. You'll have to 'stick with your plan' and put some
effort into building your sales and following...But the efforts are WORTH IT!

The KEY to success with ETSY is to get a good number of listings up, and then KEEP 
ADDING LISTINGS! (New listings get a search boost on ETSY). 

Remember that each added listing is another set of keywords, tags, and images 
driving traffic to your shop!

Keep at it, and those first few orders you see trickling in will soon  'snowball' into 
an avalanche of sales and profits!!

Most important...Have FUN with this business!!

Apply yourself consistently, and success will be yours!

All the best,
Stuart & Bart

PS – Don't forget, you ALSO have some nice bonuses included freely with this 
course! One shows you how to use Pinterest and/or Instagram to boost your Etsy 
sales. 
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Further Resources

  “The most important investment you can make is in yourself.”

  MultiBillionaire Warren Buffett

Check Out The Following Additional ETSY Resources & 
MULTIPLY Your Income! (Just click on each image below on 
the following pages)...
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Resource #1 – Most popular Etsy Course on JVZoo!

CLICK HERE NOW FOR FULL
INFORMATION!

TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer1

Resource #2 – Want "Instant Etsy Sales On Demand"? Use 
Etsy to Build email lists of avid buyers & repeat customers!
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CLICK HERE NOW FOR FULL
INFORMATION!

TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer2 

Resource #3 – Want To CASH IN on the highly lucrative 
ADULT COLORING CRAZE? Without drawing a thing? Sell 
"Instant Download" Coloring pages on ETSY! 
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(Never ship a thing – ETSY hosts your pages for FREE!)

CLICK HERE NOW FOR FULL
INFORMATION!

TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer3

Resource #4 – This is the PERFECT home based business for
the 21st century! Using freely available public domain images
you create new, fresh and unique designs (with FREE 
software!) that are then printed onto the discarded text 
pages from vintage and antique books – the result is 
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HUGELY popular, one of a kind art works that sell like 
hot cakes on Etsy, eBay and elsewhere!

CLICK HERE NOW FOR FULL
INFORMATION!

TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer4
Resource #5 – VINTAGE PATENT PRINTS sell like crazy on 
ETSY (and we show you where to get them for FREE!)

This unique moneymaker contains not just 1 business, but 
THREE business models in ONE!...Do ONE of them or do ALL 
of them! 
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CLICK HERE NOW FOR FULL
INFORMATION!

TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer5

Resource #6 – MAD MONEY MUGS! Sell simple design mugs 
for 24/7 profit! ZERO Inventory! NO Shipping! 
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CLICK HERE NOW FOR FULL
INFORMATION!

TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE $5 OFF! USE COUPON CODE buyeroffer6
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DON'T FORGET YOUR FREE BONUS!!! 
Get Your FREE BONUS!

AND

“Double Your Profits”
THIS COURSE PACKAGE includes FREE LIFETIME UPDATES & Ongoing 
Tips & Hints! You can sign up for your FREE UPDATES here! Do it NOW 
so you don't forget! ...WHY??

YOUR FREE BONUS!...That's why! 
When you sign up for your FREE LIFETIME UPDATES you also get an 
incredibly VALUABLE added bonus at ZERO COST!

YOUR FREE LIFETIME UPDATES SIGN-UP BONUS
DISCOVER MORE PLACES YOU CAN SELL YOUR

RESUME TEMPLATES ONLINE BESIDES JUST
ETSY!!

We don't “abandon you” after the sale like so many other so 
called marketers do!!

You receive ongoing TIPS, HINTS & UPDATES PLUS we reveal 
FIVE MORE PLACES where you can offer your HIGH PROFIT 
Resume Templates with NO WEBSITE NEEDED!! MULTIPLE 
(Free) PLATFORMS means MULTIPLE INCOME STREAMS!

WITH THIS INCREDIBLY EASY TO FOLLOW BONUS, you can open up, 
whole new marketplaces for your print templates and DOUBLE (Maybe 
even TRIPLE) YOUR PROFITS!! 

And you can do this with NO INVENTORY and NO SHIPPING ANYTHING!
Access your FREE LIFETIME UPDATES & FREE BONUS here!
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HEY Did you get your

 UPGRADE(S) ?
CLICK HERE NOW WHILE STILL AVAILABLE!  

SAVE YOURSELF HOURS OF TIME & HEADACHES!
Get 15 Elegant Pre-Made Resume Master Templates

 You Can Instantly Customize These Templates Into
DOZENS of UNIQUE resume templates in just minutes!
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INCLUDES Fonts, Icons, and MORE!

CLICK HERE NOW WHILE
AVAILABLE!

To your success!

Sincerely, 
Stuart Turnbull & Bart Hennin

Questions/Comments: stuart@stuart-turnbull.com  
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